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ABSTRACT 
We find necessary and sufficient conditions on the finite-dimensional normed 
spaces (X,II.II1) and (Y,)(.1/2) so that every T:X + Y admits a minimum-11 * 111 approxi- 
mate-II.112 generalized inverse. We give the results in the form of a matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
This is a continuation of [l]. We assume the familiarity of the reader with 
the concepts of [l]. All our vector spaces are real for convenience. 
In this paper we shall obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
finite-dimensional normed spaces (X,l]*IIi) and (Y’, II* ]]a) so that every 
T : X -+ Y has a m-11. III-a-](. [la-i, i.e., an S : Y -+ X such that S is a generalized 
inverse of T and for all y E Y, IITS( ylla = min,llT(z)- y]]s and 
]]S(y)]]i < ]lx]]i for every x with IIT( yllz = min,llT(z)- ~(12. Recall that 
if ]]*]]i and ](.]I2 are given by inner products, C. R. Rao [4, p. 491 has proved 
that every T : X -+ Y has a m-l] * ]]i-a-]] *112-i. We shall see that the converse is 
also true if dim(X) and dim(Y) are > 3. 
In the process of proving our main result, we shall also obtain some finer 
versions of [l] and also some results supplementing a result of Kakutani [3]. 
Our main theorem is the following. 
THEOREM. Let (X,Il*Il~) and (Y,ll*ll2) be two$nite-dimensional normed 
spaces. Consider the statement: 
(*I Every T: X + Y admits a m-ll*Ill-a-((.lj2-i. 
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TABLE 1 
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR (*) IN THE THEOREM 
Then the necessary and sufficient conditions on x and y for ( * ) to hold are 
given by Table 1. 
2. SOME RESULTS 
Let us recall that a finite-dimensional normed space (Z,)I. 11) is said to be 
strictly convex (or rotund in the sense of [2]) if for zi, a2 E Z, .a1 # 0, z2 # 0, 
one has [(zi + zal) = 1lz,ll+ ~~.z2~~ if and only if there exists c > 0 such that 
.a2 = czi. The main result which we need about strictly convex spaces is that 
a finite-dimensional (Z, I(* ]I) is strictly convex if and only if every subspace U 
of Z is CebySev, in the sense that for every z E Z there is a unique .a0 E U 
such that llz - +,(I = mm,, E u llz - 2’11. This is Corollary 3.4 of Chapter I of [5] 
restricted to finite-dimensional normed spaces. For 1 < p <m, R” with the 
Z,-norm is a strictly convex space. So, many of our results below are valid for 
Z,-norms. 
Let us also note at the outset that any m-11. (Ii-a-]I* I(s-i is both a m-11. 111-i 
and an a-11. 112-i. 
We need several results to prove the main theorem. We shall also give 
some results of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let dim(Y)= 2, and I[.(12 be strictly convex. Let 
T : X + Y be a linear transformation. If Rank(T) = 1, T has a m-((.II1-a-ll. 112-i. 
If Rank(T)=& T has a m-ll.ll1-a-ll.ll~-i ifand only $T has a m-ll*Ill-i. 
Proof. The second part is clear. 
To prove the first part, let U = Range(T). Since dim(U) = dim(Y) - 1, by 
Proposition 4.1 of [l] th ere is a projection P : Y + V such that Ily - P(y)lls = 
min,9,U Ily - y’ll2 f or all y E Y. Also, since Y is strictly convex, if z E U is 
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such that Ily - xJlp = min,,,u Ily - ~‘112, then .a = P(y). This is because of 
the earlier-cited result from [53. 
Since Rank(T) = 1, we can get a r: S + X such that rr is the m-11. (Ir-i of 
T from X to U. Let S = rrP. Then 
Also, if x is such that IIT( yllz = min, IIT( yllz. then T(x) = P(y). 
By the m-11. Ill-i property o IT, we have that IlrP(y>lll = IIrT(x>lll Q Ilxlll. So f 
U is a m-11. (11-i of T. N 
This gives us 
COROLLARY 2. Zf dim(Y) = 1 and X is any space, euey T : X + Y admits 
a m-11. lI1-a-((. I(&. In fact, in this case, an S : Y -+ X is a m-11. (j1-a-(l* 112-i of T zj 
and only if S is a m-J/. 111-i. 
Proof. Simply embed Y in a two-dimensional space and use Prop- 
osition 1. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Let dim(Y) = 2, and [)*I12 be not strictly convex. Then 
fm any (X, II* IId th ere is a T : X * Y with Rank(T) = 1 which does not admit 
a m-11. Ill-a-II* II&. 
Proof. From the result cited before (from [51>, it follows that there is a 
subspace U of Y, necessarily of dimension one, and y. E Y, y, E U, 
and ys E u with yr z yz such that Ilyo - ylllz = min,.,Ullyo - y’lh and 
llyo - yzl17_ = minyrEu IIyo - y’lla. 
Let y; = y. - yr and y; = y. - ys. Then 0 is a best approximate norm 
vector for y; in the sense that Ily; -0112 = min,.,U Ily; - y’llz, and also, 
similarly, 0 is a best approximate norm vector for yi. So m-ll.Il1-a-ll* 112 
vectors for both y{ and yh are 0. 
Let T : X + Y be a linear transformation such that T(X) = U. Let us show 
that T does not admit a m-IJ*Ilr-a-ll*lls-i. If it does, let it be S. 
Then S(y{) = 0 and S(y$ = 0. So S(y{ - ~6) = S(y, - ys)= 0. Since U is 
of dimension one and yr - ys = 0, we have S(y’) = 0 for all y’ E V. Since T 
is onto U, S cannot even be a m-(l*llr-i. So we are done. H 
Our next two propositions follow from Proposition 6 below. Proposition 4 
should be compared with Proposition 4.1 of [l], in which it was shown that 
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every (n - I)-dimensional subspace has the linear-approximation property. 
Proposition 5 should be compared with Theorem 3.4(a) of [l], in which it was 
shown that every rank-one linear transformation admits a m-11. Jli-i. Proposi- 
tion 6 is a finer version of Theorem 4.2 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 4. For a fixed 1 with 2 < 1~ n - 2, if every l-dimensional 
subspace of (Y, )(*II) with dim(Y) = n > 3 has the linear-best-approximation 
property, then the (1. I( is given by an inner product. 
PROPOSITION 5. For a fixed 1 with 2 < 1~ n - 1, if every linear transfor- 
mation of rank 1 from (Y, 11.11) with dim(Y) > 3 admits a m-11. II-i, then the 1). 11 
is given by an inner product. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (X, II. II> be a finite-dimensional normed space with 
dim(X) = n > 3. Let 2 < k < n - 1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Every linear transformation T from (X, I(. 11) with Rank(T) = k admits 
a m-11.11-i. 
(ii) Every subspace U of (X, 11~11) with dim(U) = n - k has the linear- 
approximation property. 
(iii) Every linear transformation T into (X, II*II) with rank(T) = n - k 
admits an a-ll.Il-i. 
(iv) For every subspace U of X with dim(U) = n - k there is a projection 
P :X + U such that III - PI( = 1. 
(v) X*, the dual of X, is a Hilbert space. 
(vi) The norm II*11 on X is given by an inner product, i.e., (X,)1.11) is a 
Hilbert space. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) 3 (ii) = (iii) 3 (iv) and (v) j (vi) j(i) follow 
the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 of [l]. We shall prove 
(iv) * (v). 
The case k = 2 first: Just as in the proof of (iv)=(v) of Theorem 4.2 of 
[l], from the hypothesis that every subspace U of X with dim(U) = n -2 
there is a projection P : X + U such that III - P(l = 1, it follows that for every 
subspace V of X* with dim(V) = 2, there is a projection Q of X* onto V 
with l\Qll = 1. By Theorem 4 of Kakutani [3], it follows that X* is a Hilbert 
space. 
The case 3 < k < n - 1: If for every subspace U of X with dim(U) = n - k 
there is a projection P : X -+ U with III - P(( = 1, then let Y be a subspace of 
X such that dim(Y) = n - k + 2 = n’, say. Observe that n’ > 3. Then for every 
subspace U of Y with dim(U) = n’ - 2 there is a projection P from Y onto U 
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such that ]]I - PI] = 1. Now using the case k = 2 for Y with dim(Y) = n’, it 
follows that Y*, the dual of Y, is a Hilbert space. So Y is a Hilbert space. 
Since this is true for every subspace Y of X with dim(Y) = n’ and n’ > 3, it 
follows that X is a Hilbert space. So X* is a Hilbert space. So (iv) =$ (v). W 
From the results of Proposition 6, we have the following results which in 
part generalize Theorem 4 of Kakutani [3]. 
PROPOSITION 7. (a) Let (X, ]I* I]) be a finite-dimensional normed space 
with dim(X) 2 3. Let 2 Q k Q n - 1. Then X is a Hilbert space if and only af 
fm all subspaces U of X with dim(U) = k there is a projection P : X -+ U such 
that II PII = 1. 
(b) Let (X, II-II) b e a ma e f ‘t -d imensional normed space with dim(X) = n > 
3. Let 1~ k < n -2. Then X is a Hilbeti space if and only $for all subspaces 
UofXwithdim(U)=ktlzereisaprojectionP:X-,UsuchthatIIZ-PII=l. 
Also from the results of Proposition 6 we have the following result, which 
strengthens the result of Remark 4.6 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf a norm 11. (1 on R” is not given by an inner product, 
with n > 3, then there is n 2 X n matrix which does not have a m-II* (I-i, and 
there is an n x 1 matrix which does not have an a-II* II-i. 
Considerations as in the proof of Proposition 2 give the connection 
between m-l]* ]]i-a-(J./]2-i on the one hand and m-ll*]li-i and a-]]-((2-i on the 
other hand in case Y is strictly convex, as follows. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (X,((.II1) be strictly convex. Zf an S:Y-+ X is a 
m-IJ*Ill-a-ll*Ils-i of a T :X -+ Y, then S is a m-ll.Ill-i of T and an a-lI*Iln-i of T, 
and S = STS. Zf (Y, II* 11s) is strictly convex, the converse is also true. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Now we are ready to put the pieces together and prove the theorem. 
All the results of the first column of Table 1 follow from Proposition 1. 
Let dim(Y) = 2 and Y be strictly convex. Let T : X --+ Y be a linear 
transformation. If Rank(T) = 1, by Proposition 1, T has a m-ll~]ll-a-ll~]ln-i. If 
dim(X) = 2 and Rank(T) = 2, then T in fact has an inverse. If dim(X) > 3 
and X is a Hilbert space, then T has a m-II-111-i. This m-ll*lIi-i is a 
m-]]*]]i-a-]]. ]12-i by Proposition I. 
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If dim(Y) = 2 and Y is not strictly convex, Proposition 3 gives a T : X --, Y, 
whatever be the dimension of X, which does not admit a m-]]*]]i-a-]]*(]2-i. 
If dim(Y) = 2, Y is strictly convex, dim(X) > 3, and X is not a Hilbert 
space, then by Proposition 5 for I= 2 there is a T : X + Y with Rank(T) = 2 
which does not admit a m-l]. ]]i-i. This T of course cannot have a m-l]. (Ii- 
a-]]* ]]2-i. 
This completes the results of the second column. 
Let dim(Y) > 3 and Y be a Hilbert space. Let T : X + Y be a linear 
transformation. If dim(X) = 1, then X is a Hilbert space. Hence T has a 
m-]].(]i-a-](*]]2-i by C. R. Rao’s result [4, p. 491. If dim(X) = 2, let T(X) = U. 
Let n : U -+ X be a m-11. Ill-i. There is such a 7 because of Theorem 3.4(a) of 
[l] in case dim(U) = 1, and in fact an inverse from U to X in case 
dim(U)= 2. Let P :Y -+ U be a linear transformation such that 
Ily - HyN2 = min, E u ll y - ~(12 for all y E Y. There is such a P because Y is 
a Hilbert space. Now, following the same lines as in the proof of Proposition 
1, we get a m-l]. ]]I-a-]l.]]a-i of T. 
If dim(X) > 3 and X is a Hilbert space, every T : X + Y has a m-l] * Ill- 
a-]]*]]a-i by C. R. Rao’s result [4, p. 491. 
If dim(Y) > 3 and Y is not a Hilbert space, by Proposition 6(iii) CJ (vi) for 
k = n - 1 there is a T : X + Y with Rank(T) = n -(n - 1) = 1 which does not 
admit an a-]]. ]12-i. This T cannot have a m-l]. Ill-a-l]. ]]a-i. 
If dim(Y) > 3, Y is a Hilbert space, dim(X) >/ 3, and X is not a Hilbert 
space, then by Proposition 5 for I= 2 and X, there is a T : X + Y which does 
not admit a m-11. ](I-i. This does not have a m-II* Ill-a-l]* 112-i. 
The author thanks Dr. T. S. S. R. K. Rao jbr some helpful discussions. 
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